higher angled bed

Adjustable Base
HF01M2 Wired

Owner’s Manual
WHEN TWO BEDS DO NOT ALIGN:
on the higher angled bed of the two, use a 19mm
wrench to turn the nuts on the new “LEVEL RIGHT”
counterclockwise to adjust the angle until the higher
angle bed match the level of the lower angle bed and
lock the nut with the reinforce nuts.
The two beds are now aligned. (for Twin XL only)
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Step 6:
Note : The Mattress Retaining Bar is mounted upside down
for shipping only . Remove the Mattress Retaining Bar on
the foot of the bed base and turn the bar upright and
reinstall by carefully aligning and pushing the bar into
place . Insert the retaining clips to secure the bar into
place . (See Figures 3 & 4. ) The retaining bar is to prevent
the mattress from slipping out the base and should not be
used as a handle of the base. Using as a handle will
damaged the retaining bar holders. Screws come out from
the retainer bar holders will be considered as a damaged
part and not a defective part and is not covered by the
warranty.
CARE FULLY R E MO VE AND
TURN THE MATTRE S S
RE TAINING B AR U P. ALIG N
BO TH E NDS W HILE
S LIDING IT INTO P LACE .

USING SAME REMOTE:

The bed base is designed to allow two twin X Long bases
to become an Eastern King base and two Split-Cal King
bases to become a Cal King base. Owner can use the same
remote, to control two side by side beds bases by
connecting the two transformer adapters with the
SYNCHRONIZE CORD .
Unplug the remote from the two wire harness then plug
the synchronize cord ends into the same outlets which
were just unplugged. Connect one remote cable into the
female end of the synchronize cord and enjoy both bases
operated by one remote. (See figure 5 &6)
The synchronised cord is not on the full warranty list. We
will replace it for free if the defective one is mailed back.
Setup is now complete. Enjoy.

Plug into the remote control
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